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Attenuation and reflection of radio waves by a
melting layer of precipitation
W. Klaassen, PhD

Indexing terms: Radio wave propagation (tropospheric)

Abstract: Attenuation and reflection of a melting
layer are calculated using a meteorological model.
The model employs a new scheme for the calculation of the dielectric properties of melting ice
particles with densities ranging from those of loose
snow to hail, and a new scheme for calculating the
melting rate is employed. The input parameters
are derived from high resolution Doppler radar
data and provide a data set for statistical analysis.
Statistical relations were derived for attenuation
in the melting layer based on measurements made
with a surface rain gauge, a radar (with and
without a polarisation facility), and a lower frequency satellite link. It was found that the specific
attenuation of melting snow surpasses the value of
rain because of the larger size and particle number
density during melting, the attenuation within the
melting layer increasing with its reflection. In
stratiform precipitation, the attenuation in the
melting layer is found to increase only slightly
with frequency. The reflection in the melting layer
decreases with the frequency of the radio waves in
such a way that a bright band is only observed for
frequencies below 20 GHz.
1

Introduction

Statistical information about the attenuation of satellite
communication signals by precipitation is useful in the
development of systems. This attenuation is primarily
ascribed to rain, but Leitao and Watson [14] and Kozu
et al. [13] demonstrate the significance of a melting layer.
The main problem of including a melting layer in simulation studies was that the processes which occur during
melting were poorly understood. For instance, as an
explanation of the high reflection in the melting layer, it
was assumed that melted water remained outside the
snowflake and formed a shell around it (Dissanayake and
McEwan [SI), or an extreme amount of aggregation and
breakup had to be assumed to fit the calculated and
observed reflection during melting (Lhermitte and Atlas
C161).
A more realistic way of explaining the high radar
reflection of melting snow is to assume that the particle is
a heterogeneous mixture of ice, liquid water and air with
the melted water surrounding the individual ice crystals
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(Klaassen [111). This model also explains the varying
ratio between the reflection in and below the melting
layer from the snowflake mass density and the vertical
extent from the air temperature profile.
To use this melting layer model for attenuation
studies, several input parameters, such as the mean snowflake size and mass density, must be determined. These
parameters are found by fitting the model results to high
resolution Doppler radar measurements. As several independent parameters influence the attenuation, the results
are presented statistically.
The main features of the model and the data set are
described, the attenuation statistics are given and the
implications discussed.
2

The melting layer model

The model has been described by Klaassen [ll]. Only
those features that are necessary to understand the
results on propagation will be discussed here. The main
assumptions are :
(a) The attenuation and reflection are calculated for
spherical particles using Mie theory. Measurements with
polarisation radar (Hall et al. [7], Hendry et al. [8])
clearly show horizontal flattening of the particles towards
the end of melting and this phenomenon could be
included in the model when the shape and angle distributions of these particles are better known.
(b) The model is one-dimensional and stationary;
starting with only frozen particles above the 0°C level,
the melting and scattering are calculated in small
descending height steps.
2.1 The dielectric constant of a melting particle
The average dielectric constant of a melting particle is
calculated from the Maxwell-Garnett theory of inclusions in a matrix. The theory has been extended by
Bohren and Battan [2] to elliptical inclusions, giving :

P=-

E i 2E,
-&

[:

c log (Ei/&,)
,Ei
E,

1

-1

where E,, is the dielectric constant of the mixture, E, the
dielectric constant of the matrix, ci the dielectric constant
of the inclusions and fi the volume fraction of the inclusions; C log is the complex logarithm.
Eqn. 1 is valid for a mixture of two components;
melting snow consists of three components : ice, water
and air. The dielectric constant of the three-component
mixture has been calculated from eqn. 1, in two steps:
first the dielectric constant of the ice-water mixture is
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calculated and then the wet ice-air mixture. In the first
step water is taken as the matrix after Bohren and Battan
[2], and in agreement with the observations of Fujiyoshi
[SI, assuming that the water forms a film around the ice
crystals during most of the melting stages. In the second
step wet ice is taken as the matrix because the scattering
results from wet ice and the ice crystals are interconnected within the flake. It appears essential to take wet
ice as the matrix in order to find high reflection and
attenuation values during melting.
2.2 The size and mass density of melting particles
The attenuation due to dry snowflakes is very low and
the level of reflection is mainly determined by the melted
diameter (the diameter of the resulting drop when all ice
is melted, Cumming [4]). For melting snow the density
must also be taken into account, as reflection and attenuation depend on the volume expansion of the melt water.
Instead of using just one size and density, a complete
range is modelled to fit the observations more realistically. Additionally, a range damps out the consequences
of electrical resonance in individual particles. The model
starts with a gamma distribution of melted sizes:

N(D) = N o D2 exp [ - 5.67D/Do]

(2)
where D is the melted particle size (mm), N the particle
number concentration (mm-' m-3), Do ( = 5.67/12) the
median particle size (mm), and N o a constant.
During melting, the particle size distribution may
change because of: (a) variations in fall velocity, (b)
aggregation and breakup and (c) condensation of water
vapour.
(a) Assuming the mass flux of precipitation particles is
constant with height, results in a particle number concentration inversely proportional to the fall velocity. According to Lhermitte and Atlas [16] the Doppler fall velocity
in stratiform precipitation increases from 2 to 6 m/s
during melting, resulting in a decrease by a factor of 3 in
the particle number concentration or 5 dB in reflection.
Together with changes in the dielectric constant, the
change in fall velocity is the other main factor causing
the high reflection in the melting layer relative to rain.
(b) Aggregation is the mechanism by which snowflakes
are formed from individual ice crystals in the upper part
of a cloud. In a melting layer, aggregation is less important because of the small vertical extent of this layer.
Spontaneous breakup in the later stages of melting has
been observed using filter paper on a mountain slope,
Yokoyama et al. [25], an optical spectrometer in an aircraft, Stewart et al. [23], a two wavelength radar, Yokoyama et al. [24], and using snowflake structure analysis,
Fujiyoshi [SI. Breakup in hail is only observed for
extremely large stones, Rasmussen et al. [21]. To find
agreement with these observations, it is assumed that
breakup only occurs for loose particles. The limit for
breakup is set for particles with a dry mass density below
0.2 g ~ m - The
~ . time for breakup is set when 80% of the
particle mass is melted, as Fujiyoshi [6] found the largest
fragments near the end of melting. Three fragments are
assumed with 87, 11.4 and 1.6% of the initial mass after
Brazier-Smith et al. [3]. As the observations on breakup
during melting are restricted, one simulation is performed
without breakup to analyse the influence of breakup.
(c) Most of the melting heat is received from the latent
heat of the condensation of water vapour on the flake.
This results in an increase of about 10% in water mass
and precipitation intensity during melting.
40

The mass density of a melting particle is calculated
using the dry density and assuming a linear decrease of
particle volume with melted fraction, until the particle is
completely saturated with water.
The dry density of loose snowflakes is modelled with
the observations of Magano and Nakamura [18]. The
main problem is that the dry density may range from
between 0.005 g cm-3 for loose snow to 0.9 g cm-3 for
hail. Therefore the dry density is taken as a free parameter in the model. The dry density strongly influences the
simulated reflection and fall velocity during melting : with
a dry density of 0.005 g cm-3 the calculated maximum
reflection during melting appears to be of a factor 100
beyond the value for a melting hail stone of the same
mass, and thus, the dry density can easily be determined
from the radar observations.
The disadvantage of including another parameter in
the model is the deficiency of direct relations between the
attenuation or reflection in the melting layer and the rain
intensity. This problem is solved in the paper by determining statistical relations.
By taking the dry density as a free parameter in the
model, the variable radar brightness of the melting layer
is realistically explained. The bright band disappears in
convective clouds, where upward winds lift cloud droplets or even rain drops to heights above the 0°C level.
After lifting, the droplets can collide with snow flakes to
form graupel, and rain drops refreeze to form hail stones.
During melting, the large mass density of these particles
reduces the volume expansion of melt water and the
resulting reflection.
According to this theory, the attenuation above the
melting layer is no longer negligible in situations without
a bright band. In this situation, the wet and compact ice
particles show reflection and attenuation similar to that
of rain drops of the same mass. So it seems realistic to
estimate the attenuation in convective situations from
that of rain, up to the height above the expected 0°C level
where radar reflection decreases significantly, and to
restrict the melting layer model to bright band situations.
2.3 The melting rate
The melting rate depends on the air temperature and
humidity. The air is assumed to be saturated with water
vapour within a cloud. The air temperature is often
assumed to decrease linearly with height in the melting
layer, but this is a poor assumption as the melting results
in cooling of the air. As an alternative, the model determines the air temperature from the energy balance of the
rising air. This results in an almost isothermal layer in
the upper part of the melting layer and a slow start of
melting. Consequently the melting particles remain in the
first stage of melting for longer. During this stage the particles and their attenuation are still large.
To determine the air temperature, the model requires
the mean vertical air velocity as an input parameter. This
parameter is determined from the Doppler spectra of a
vertically scanning radar. In situations with a distinct
radar bright band, the mean vertical air velocity V , was
found to be highly correlated with the reflectivity in rain
Z, ,according to Klaassen [I1 11 :

v, = 0.011zy
(3)
where 2, is the reflection in the rain just below the
melting layer (mm6 mP3) and V , is expressed in (m/s).
Eqn. 3 is recommended when Doppler information about
the bright band is lacking.
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Observations

3

Measurements for the statistical analysis were obtained
using the Delft Atmospheric Research Radar (DARR), as
described by Ligthart and Nieuwkerk [171. The characteristics of this high resolution FM-CW radar during the
measurements are given in Table 1 :
Table 1 : Radar characteristics

3.315 GHz (A = 9 cm)

Centre frequency
Scanning direction
Range resolution
Doppler velocity resolution

vertical

In 1983, over three hours of observation were made in
precipitation that showed the melting layer as a distinct
radar bright band. From these observations, a data set of
50 measurements each of one minute duration was selected to represent the full range of reflection values
observed just below the melting region. As the statistical
results of this study are dependent on these observations,
the most important observations from Klaassen [ 113 will
be reproduced here.
A main parameter of the melting layer is the maximum
reflectivity excess Z,,, defined as the ratio of the
maximum reflection in the melting layer to that of the
underlying rain. In Fig. 1, this ratio is shown as a func0
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Fig. 1 Maximum reflectivity excess in the melting layer vs. reflection
in the rain just below the melting layer, as measured with the DARR in
1983 during precipitation with a distinct bright band

tion of the reflection in rain 2,. Note that 2, = 23 dBz
can be associated with a rain intensity of 1 mm/hr and
2, = 44 dBz with that of 20 mm/hr, indicating the range
of rain intensities observed. A rain intensity of 20 mm/hr
is very high for stratiform precipitation and this observation may be exceptional. During light precipitation,
aggregation is restricted and the resulting compact ice
particles restrict the value of Z,,. At intermediate rain
intensities all values of Z,, up to 15 dB appear.
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Fig. 2
Vertical thickness of the bright band for the same observations
as used for Fig. I

necessary to measure the vertical extent of the bright
band as an individual parameter. This is advantageous,
as a high resolution radar and a careful interpretation
method are required in order to measure the boundaries
accurately. According to the model, the increase of the
bright band thickness with precipitation intensity is primarily caused by a larger isothermal layer on the top of
the melting layer and to a lesser extent by an increase of
the mean particle mass. This increase of the isothermal
layer with precipitation intensity is in agreement with the
observations of Matsuo [19].
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The thickness of the bright band, defined by Klaassen
[ l l ] and closely related to the vertical extent of the
region in which increased reflection occurs, appears to be
highly correlated with 2, (Fig. 2). Consequently, it is not

Results

Attenuation has been calculated for frequencies of 12, 20
and 30GHz, close to the frequency bands that will be
used in the Olympus satellite. Statistical relations are
given for the complete data set, initially some vertical
profiles are analysed that are calculated for an almost
average situation in order to establish the sensitivity of
the model.
4.1 Vertical profiles of attenuation and reflection
Fig. 3 shows the specific attenuation ( S A ) increasing in
the bright band; when compared to the value in rain this
increase is most marked for low radio frequencies. An
increase by a factor of 3 in S A is explained by the lower
fall velocity and larger resulting particle number density
in the first stage of melting. At 30 GHZ the effects of S A
enhancement by a larger particle size and reduction by
the restricted amount of liquid water appear compensatory in most stages of melting. At 12GHz the
enhancement is stronger as scattering is closer to the
Raleigh value.
Fig. 3 shows that breakup influences the attenuation
significantly, implying that the amount of breakup should
be accurately estimated. Breakup results in smaller particles, so the mass of the melting particles before breakup
exceeds the mass of the resulting raindrops. The heavier
particles in the melting layer reflect radar waves much
more effectively, so the observed reflection is simulated
with a smaller particle number density that results in less
attenuation for the situation with breakup.
The vertical profile of SA at 30 GHz is in rough agreement with the calculations of Jain and Watson [9] at
41

36 GHz; Kharadly and Choi [lo] also find the maximum
attenuation in the upper part of the bright band, but
their value is much larger due to a different simulation
method employed.

analysis is performed assuming high quality observations
of:
(a) the rain intensity at the earth’s surface,
(b) the reflection in rain and the maximum reflectivity
excess in the melting layer, and
(c) the reflection in orthogonal polarisations of rain
and the maximum reflectivity excess in the melting layer.
The results are expressed in the following form:
Ae(F)= aRB
Ae(F) = SZ?Z$,
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Vertical profiles of refection and specific attenuation in the
Fig. 3
melting layer
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basic model
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Fig. 4 shows similar reflection profiles at 1 and 3 GHz
as the wavelengths are long compared with the scattering
particles, the Rayleigh approximation still holds. The
reflection decreases for higher frequencies, initially in the
upper region of the melting layer where the particle
dimensions are large. A radar bright band is simulated
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Ae(F) = iZ:Z:rn z a r
where A,(F) is the attenuation excess (dB) of the melting
layer at radio frequency F (GHz), R the rain intensity
(mm/hr), o! - 11 statistical constants, c the rms scatter and
Zd, the ratio between the reflection at horizontal and vertical polarisation in the rain. The attenuation excess is
defined as the difference between the total attenuation in
the melting layer and the attenuation of an equal path
length in rain with the drop size distribution that results
from melting. The total path attenuation is found by
assuming rain up to the 0°C level and adding the attenuation excess of the melting layer. Zd, has been calculated
assuming Prupacher-Pitter [20] rain drop shapes. A
maximum value of z d , was often observed in the lower
part of the bright band, but when using eqn. 4 the value
of Zdr and Z , immediately below the bright band should
be used.
The constants in eqn. 4 were derived assuming Z , , Z,,
and z d , expressed in their usual dimensions and not dB.
The constants were derived by minimising the resulting
scatter, but unity powers are preferred when they only
slightly reduce accuracy. To find a minimum absolute
scatter the power law fit was made directly, as shown in
Figs. 5-7. The results for the constants of eqn. 4 given in
Table 2.
1.2r

+

LO1

100 GHz

only for frequencies below 20 GHz, so the reflectivity
peak is found to disappear at lower frequencies than the
SA peak. The reflection in rain is found to decrease for
frequencies above 30 GHz, especially for large drops.
This change in reflection is primarily caused by deviations from Raleigh scattering; a minor influence being
the frequency dependence of the dielectric constants of ice
and water. The profile at 100 GHz is mainly sensitive to
small particles that require only a small height interval
for melting. The simulated change in reflection and
Doppler velocity at 100GHz appears to be in good
agreement with the observations of Lhermitte [lS] at
94 GHz, although a correction for the finite dimensions
of ice crystals should be included at these frequencies,
Sadiku [22].
The Doppler velocity is calculated for a vertical wind
of 0.3 m/s and shows a shift from the fall velocity of snow
to the value in rain. The height of this transition increases
with frequency, due to decreasing sensitivity of the reflection to large particles.
4.2 Statistical relations for the attenuation
The suitability of different measurable parameters for calculation of the attenuation excess in the melting layer is
determined on the basis of a statistical analysis. This
42
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The attenuation excess can only be reasonably
approximated using the rain intensity (Fig. 5). When
using a surface rain gauge, the accuracy further deteriorates because of vertical variations in the rain intensity.
A smaller scatter is obtained when the reflection of the
melting layer is taken into account (Fig. 6). The attenuation excess appears to be proportional to the maximum
reflectivity excess in the melting layer.
The differential reflectivity in rain gives a good indication of the particle sizes and leads to a further improveIEE PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 137, P t . H , N o . I , FEBRUARY I990

ment in the estimation of the attenuation excess (Fig. 7).
A high power of Zd, is found, showing that the attenuation excess is very sensitive to the mean particle size.
The high power law of Z,, implies that this quantity must
be accurately measured. The values of the power law,
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+
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+ /

+

/
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showing that when zd, can be measured with sufficient
accuracy to determine the rain intensity, this measurement can also be used to estimate the attenuation excess
in the melting layer.
The attenuation on a satellite path can also be estimated from measurements on an existing link at a lower
frequency. The ratio A(G)/A(F)of the attenuation at frequencies G and F is calculated for rain with and without
a melting layer above the rain. The influence of including
a melting layer on A(G)/A(F)is analysed by assuming the
0°C level at a height of 2 km. When the 0°C level is
higher, the relative influence of the melting layer
decreases and vice versa.
The results for A(20)/A(12)and A(30)/A(20)are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. The result for A(30)/A(20)is in good
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Table 2: Statistical relations for the attenuation excess
20
12
0.0707
a
0.0456
0.75
B
0.85
0.130
0.167
U, (dB)
502
6 X ~ O - ~258
)
0.45
CJ
0.50
1
1
v/
0.106
U, (dB)
0.077
21.3
( ( ~ 1 0 - ~ ) 13.9
1
V
1
1
1
P
-6.3
B
-5.5
0.049
0.064
U? (dB)

F (GHz)

I

A(30):2.22

30
0.0733
0.65
0.176
553
0.42
1
0.105
20.0
1
1
-6.7
0.076

0

= 0.0068Z,Z,6.2
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rain only
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given in Table 2, are similar to the value of the relation
between the rain intensity and differential reflectivity
measurements given by Klaassen [123
R

A(20)o-0.13[A(20)]2

1

(5)

agreement with observations of Kozu et al. [13] and
Andrews et al. [l]. The simulations show a similar result
for A(20)/A(12). For small A(F) with rain the results
approach the Raleigh theory. The decrease of A(G)/A(F)
with A(F) and with inclusion of a melting layer are
caused by increasing deviations of the scattering of larger
particles and smaller wavelengths from this approximation. Note that A(F) is calculated for vertical propagation and a 0°C level at 2 km, while A(G)/A(F) is
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basically independent of the elevation angle. It is hazardous to extrapolate the results of Figs. 8 and 9 to larger
values of A(F), as melting layers are less probable for
stronger rains, and A(G)/A(F) is expected to slowly
approach the value of unity for higher A(F).
In Section 2.2 it is proposed that showers without a
bright band can be examined with the ‘rain only’ curve.
The bright band is a common feature in horizontally
extended stratiform precipitation and the absence of a
bright band is characteristic of showers with restricted
dimensions. Assuming more than one ground station, the
showers can be bypassed using site diversity, so the
bright band situation is preferential for use in the design
of new telecommunication satellites.
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Conclusion

The main conclusion of this study is that when a radar
bright band is present the attenuation of a satellite link is
proportionately less with respect to frequency. Consequently less extra power is required to maintain a link at
a higher frequency.
The attenuation of a satellite link can be estimated
from surface measurements of rain intensity or radar
reflection. According to the simulations, it appears
advantageous to measure the reflection for the estimation
of the attenuation in the melting layer. By using radar,
the height of the melting layer and variations in rain
intensity along the satellite path can also be detected.
Including differential reflectivity measurements may
result in an even more accurate estimation of the path
attenuation.
When using radar for observations of the melting
layer, it appears advantageous to use a long wavelength
( > 5 cm). For long wavelengths the scattering approaches
the results of the Raleigh theory, yielding a reflectivity
excess in the melting layer that is independent of wavelength whereas for shorter waves this reflectivity excess
disappears.
The results are calculated with a state-of-the-art
meteorological model and appear to be in good agreement with the available measurements. Further verification is planned after the launch of the Olympus satellite.
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